Gregarious desert locusts have substantially larger brains with altered proportions compared with the solitarious phase
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The behavioural demands of group living and foraging have been implicated in both evolutionary and plastic changes in brain size. Desert locusts show extreme phenotypic plasticity, allowing brain morphology to be related to very different lifestyles in one species. At low population densities, locusts occur in a solitarious phase that avoids other locusts and is cryptic in appearance and behaviour. Crowding triggers the transformation into the highly active gregarious phase, which aggregates into dense migratory swarms. We found that the brains of gregarious locusts have different proportions and are also 30 per cent larger overall than in solitarious locusts. To address whether brain proportions change with size through nonlinear scaling (allometry), we conducted the first comprehensive major axis regression analysis of scaling relations in an insect brain. This revealed that phase differences in brain proportions arise from a combination of allometric effects and deviations from the allometric expectation (grade shifts). In consequence, gregarious locusts had a larger midbrain:optic lobe ratio, a larger central complex and a 50 per cent larger ratio of the olfactory primary calyx to the first olfactory neuropile. Solitarious locusts invest more in low-level sensory processing, having disproportionately larger primary visual and olfactory neuropiles, possibly to gain sensitivity. The larger brains of gregarious locusts prioritize higher integration, which may support the behavioural demands of generalist foraging and living in dense and highly mobile swarms dominated by intense intraspecific competition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary changes in the size of the brain and in the proportions of its component regions are driven by behavioural demands and limited by metabolic costs and evolutionary history (Striedter 2005; Niven & Laughlin 2008). Brain size and proportions also show phenotypic plasticity—changes in response to individual experience—in both vertebrates and invertebrates (Bennett et al. 1964; Heisenberg et al. 1995). Evolutionary change and phenotypic change during an individual’s lifetime are closely interrelated through common proximate mechanisms (West-Eberhard 2003).

The behavioural demands of group living and foraging have been implicated as major, although not necessarily independent, factors in vertebrate brain evolution (Harvey et al. 1980; Ratcliffe et al. 2006; Byrne & Bates 2007a; Dunbar & Shultz 2007). Sociality and foraging are also correlated to intraspecific differences in brain region size in insects, most notably in hymenopterans that display division of labour (e.g. Withers et al. 1993; Durst et al. 1994; Gronenberg et al. 1996; Molina & O’Donnell 2007, 2008). The desert locust is an insect that shows extreme phenotypic plasticity in morphology (electronic supplementary material, figure S1), physiology and behaviour (Uvarov 1966; Pener & Simpson 2009). The latter entails profound changes in foraging strategy and a shift from solitary to communal living. Locusts therefore present an opportunity to investigate the relationship between brain morphology and two very different lifestyles in the same species. In the wild, the plasticity arises in response to changing population density driven by large fluctuations in the quantity and spatial distribution of vegetation (Uvarov 1966; Collett et al. 1998; Despland et al. 2004). When population densities are low (typically 1–100 animals ha$^{-1}$; Woldewahid et al. 2004), locusts occur in the solitarious phase. Solitarious locusts are cryptic in coloration and behaviour, active during dusk and dawn, show a narrow dietary range, and, most importantly, actively avoid other locusts. Forced crowding triggers a rapid transformation to gregarious behaviour that is mediated by serotonin and characterized by increased activity and mutual attraction (Anstey et al. 2009). Prolonged crowding eventually results in the full gregarious phase that is aposematically coloured (Sword 1999), smaller in body size, diurnal and highly mobile. Local aggregations may further coalesce into migrating swarms that cover several hundred km$^2$ with densities exceeding 100 locusts m$^{-2}$. Travelling up to 100 km d$^{-1}$ to escape local host plant depletion, they encounter a wider range of plants than the comparatively sedentary solitarious phase and regularly arrive in regions that do not support their preferred host plants. They also use a wider range of plant species in a given habitat (Despland 2005). Both phases balance their nutritional intake across a range of foods in order to achieve an optimum intake of...
macronutrients, but gregarious locusts need to do this across a wider range of potential food plants and may therefore face increased foraging complexity (Simpson et al. 2002; van der Zee et al. 2002). Conversely, while certain social structures correlate with the evolution of large brains, group size per se is not necessarily a useful indicator of the cognitive demands of group living (Byrne & Bates 2007b; Dunbar & Shultz 2007). For locusts, living in a swarm might in fact ease the cognitive demands on individuals through reduced predation risk (Sword et al. 2005) and collective decision-making. Nevertheless, the environment of gregarious locusts is dominated by the presence of other locusts and they experience fierce competition for food and mates, even extending to a substantial risk of cannibalism (Bazazi et al. 2008). Studies on identified neurons in the two phases suggest that in gregarious locusts they maintain full functionality on repeated stimulation and maximize signal-to-noise in the face of an inherently highly complex visual environment (Matheson et al. 2004; Rogers et al. 2007, 2010).

We therefore investigated how the brains of solitarious and gregarious locusts differ in size and whether there is evidence for differential investment in different brain functions as indicated by the relative proportions of different brain regions. Where brains differ in overall size, differences in proportions can arise from grade shifts and/or as consequences of nonlinear (allometric) scaling between the component regions (Striedter 2005). In insects, the contribution of allometry has been evidenced fierce competition for food and mates, even extending to a substantial risk of cannibalism (Bazazi et al. 2008). Studies on identified neurons in the two phases suggest that in gregarious locusts they maintain full functionality on repeated stimulation and maximize signal-to-noise in the face of an inherently highly complex visual environment (Matheson et al. 2004; Rogers et al. 2007, 2010).

We therefore investigated how the brains of solitarious and gregarious locusts differ in size and whether there is evidence for differential investment in different brain functions as indicated by the relative proportions of different brain regions. Where brains differ in overall size, differences in proportions can arise from grade shifts and/or as consequences of nonlinear (allometric) scaling between the component regions (Striedter 2005). In insects, the contribution of allometry has been evidenced fierce competition for food and mates, even extending to a substantial risk of cannibalism (Bazazi et al. 2008). Studies on identified neurons in the two phases suggest that in gregarious locusts they maintain full functionality on repeated stimulation and maximize signal-to-noise in the face of an inherently highly complex visual environment (Matheson et al. 2004; Rogers et al. 2007, 2010).

We therefore investigated how the brains of solitarious and gregarious locusts differ in size and whether there is evidence for differential investment in different brain functions as indicated by the relative proportions of different brain regions. Where brains differ in overall size, differences in proportions can arise from grade shifts and/or as consequences of nonlinear (allometric) scaling between the component regions (Striedter 2005). In insects, the contribution of allometry has been evidenced fierce competition for food and mates, even extending to a substantial risk of cannibalism (Bazazi et al. 2008). Studies on identified neurons in the two phases suggest that in gregarious locusts they maintain full functionality on repeated stimulation and maximize signal-to-noise in the face of an inherently highly complex visual environment (Matheson et al. 2004; Rogers et al. 2007, 2010).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Animals

Male desert locusts (Schistocerca gregaria Forskal) of both phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod. Phases were bred at the Department of Zoology, University of Oxford and the Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge, UK. Gregarious-phase locusts were taken from colonies that had been maintained under crowded conditions for many generations. Solitary-phase locusts were produced from these gregarious stocks by isolation for three generations as described in Roessingh et al. (1993). Both phases were maintained on an identical diet of seedlings of wheat and dry wheat germ under a 12:12 h photoperiod.

(b) Immunofluorescence staining and stereology

Synaptic neuropiles were revealed in whole-brain preparations by immunofluorescence staining against the presynaptic protein synapsin (monoclonal antibody 3C11; obtained from DSHB, University of Iowa, IA, USA; Klages et al. 1996). Brains were fixed in situ in zinc-formaldehyde (Ott 2008). The staining, clearing and mounting techniques used are described in detail in Ott (2008). The volumes of synapsin-immunofluorescent neuropile regions were measured by point-counting stereology on confocal planes as described in the electronic supplementary material, Supplemental Methods. The results are based on 10 solitarious and nine gregarious brains. In one solitarious preparation, the pigmented basal layer of the retina had not been completely removed and cast a shadow that precluded accurate measurement of lamina size. The sample size (listed in the electronic supplementary material, tables S1–S3) was therefore 9 per phase for the lamina, optic lobe and total brain volumes, and for proportional volumes of brain regions relative to total brain.

(c) Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out in the R v. 2.6.1 framework. Whether brain size is predicted by body weight and/or phase was tested by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), with total brain size as a dependent variable, bodyweight as an independent variable and phase as a fixed factor (full model; F1,13 = 5.301, r2 = 0.5502, p = 0.0132). In this model, we included a phase–body weight interaction term to determine whether the scaling relationship between body weight and brain size might differ between phases, but the interaction term was non-significant (F1,13 = 0.6868, p = 0.422). Therefore, there was no evidence that the scaling between brain and body size differed between phases. In consequence, the interaction was dropped from the model (F2,14 = 7.65, r2 = 0.454, p = 0.00568).

The scaling relationship between two brain regions x, y was modelled as y = axb. This is the standard allometric equation widely used in scaling studies (Striedter 2005). It is often written as log y = α + β log x (where α = log k), because logarithmic transformation permits estimating α and β from the intercept and slope of a regression line; the terms allometric intercept and slope are therefore commonly used for α and β. We estimated αsol, αgreg and βsol, βgreg in solitarious and gregarious brains by fitting bivariate standardized major axis lines to the log-transformed variates (smatr v. 2.1 for R). For statistical inference, the following tests implemented in the smatr package were used as recommended by Warton et al. (2006): a log-likelihood test for common slope (H0: βsol = βgreg), and Wald tests for common elevation (H0: αsol = αgreg) and for no shift along the major axis (H0: equal axis means across groups). βsol and βgreg did not differ significantly at p = 0.1 for any two neuropiles and lines were therefore fitted with a common slope β.

3. RESULTS

(a) Phase differences in brain size and body size

The locust brain comprises a midbrain flanked by paired optic lobes (figure 1a). The midbrain is itself formed from two distinct, bilaterally symmetrical halves. A narrow isthmus separates each optic lobe from the midbrain. Distally, the optic lobe attaches directly to the retina of the compound eye (removed in figure 1a). Figure 1a shows half the brain of a solitarious male (left) and of a gregarious male (right) at the same scale; the two animals were very closely matched in body size (body weight: solitarious, 1.28 g; gregarious, 1.26 g; head width, solitarious, 5.99 mm; gregarious, 5.93 mm). It is immediately apparent that the brain of the gregarious animal was considerably larger.

The average neuropile volume of the brain (figure 1b) was 27 per cent larger in gregarious animals (figure 2a,b; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Differences in body size did not explain this difference in brain size. Indeed, gregarious locusts were on average...
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21 per cent smaller (body mass: 1.19 ± 0.186 g, n = 19) than solitarious (1.51 ± 0.160 g, n = 19; t = −5.61, p = 2.33 × 10^{-6}). Within each phase, heavier animals tended to have larger brains (ANCOVA, F₁,₁₄ = 4.865, p = 0.0446), but the brains of gregarious locusts were significantly larger than expected from their body weight (F₁,₁₄ = 14.61, p = 0.00187).

(b) Phase differences in the proportional size of brain regions
Next, we examined whether the two phases allocate different proportions of their total brain neuropile to different brain regions. In the optic lobe, we measured the three visual neuropiles arranged in series from distal to proximal: the lamina (coloured cyan in figure 1c), which receives direct input from photoreceptor cells of the retina; the medulla (lime in figure 1c); and the lobula complex (red in figure 1c), which attaches to the midbrain. In the midbrain, we measured the neuropile of the antennal lobe (AL; blue in figure 1c), which receives the axons of the olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) on the antenna, and three major neuropiles of the mushroom body (MB): the olfactory primary calyx (orange in figure 1c); the gustatory accessory calyx (dark green in figure 1c); and the sum total of the lobes (yellow in figure 1c), which contain the axons of the intrinsic Kenyon cells (KCs) of the MB. Lastly, we also included the central complex (CC; magenta in figure 1c), a higher motor control region spanning the midline.

Only two of these eight neuropiles showed no significant phase difference in absolute size, and both were primary sensory neuropiles: the lamina and the AL. Neuropiles that were larger in gregarious locusts differed in the extent to which they followed the overall expansion of the brain (figure 2a,b; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Most extreme among them was the primary calyx of the MB, with an average volume 49 per cent larger than in solitarious animals. Consequently, average brain proportions were also different between solitarious and gregarious locusts (figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, table S2). Relative to the total brain neuropile, gregarious locusts had a 15 per cent smaller lamina and 13 per cent smaller AL, but a 22 per cent larger MB primary calyx, a 13 per cent larger accessory calyx and an 8 per cent larger CC. The optic lobe: midbrain ratio was on average 11 per cent smaller in gregarious brains, but trends for a smaller medulla, a larger lobula and larger MB lobes relative to total brain size in gregarious locusts were not significant.

(c) The contribution of allometry to phase differences
Because gregarious brains were on average larger, we considered whether allometry might contribute to the phase differences in brain proportions. We modelled the scaling between two brain regions x and y by the allometric equation \( y = \kappa x^\beta \), and estimated \( \kappa \) and \( \beta \) by standardized major axis regression (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Because \( \beta \) was not significantly different between phases for any of the scaling relations, differences in brain proportions arose in two (not mutually exclusive) ways. First, \( \kappa \) may be different in solitarious and gregarious locusts. In this case, animals with matching sizes of brain region x but of different phase will have different sizes of brain region y, and in plots of log y against log x, the two phases fall on separate lines. When comparing between species, such a deviation from allometric
Figure 2. Phase differences in absolute brain size and in the proportion of the brain occupied by different neuropile regions. 

(a) Mean absolute volumes for one side of the brain in solitarious locusts (green) and gregarious locusts (yellow); error bars indicate standard deviations. (b) Differences in mean absolute neuropile volumes in gregarious over solitarious locusts (**) \( p < 0.01; \) * \( p < 0.05; \) electronic supplementary material, table S1). (c) Differences in the mean proportion of the total brain neuropile occupied by different neuropile regions in gregarious over solitarious brains (** \( p < 0.01; \) * \( p < 0.05; \) + \( p < 0.1; \) electronic supplementary material, table S2). (d) Phase differences in brain proportions arise from a combination of grade shifts and allometries in the scaling of different neuropile regions (y-axes) against the rest of the brain (x-axes). Data for solitarious (green) and gregarious (yellow) locusts are shown with separate standardized major axis fit lines; phase differences in slope were non-significant in all cases (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Dashed lines of slope 1.0 (isometric scaling) are shown for reference. The insets summarize the scaling relationships: blue bars indicate grade shifts by showing the deviation of the grade shift index (\( \kappa_{\text{greg}}/\kappa_{\text{sol}} \)) from 1, and orange bars indicate allometry by showing the deviation of the estimated common allometric slope \( \beta \) from 1.

expectation is known as a grade shift (Striedter 2005), and we adopt this term here for discrete differences between phases. We estimate the extent of the shift by the grade shift index (gsi), \( \kappa_{\text{greg}}/\kappa_{\text{sol}} \), an estimate of how much larger region \( y \) is in gregarious brains for a given size of region \( x \). Second, if \( \beta \neq 1 \), the relationship between brain regions \( x \) and \( y \) is allometric, meaning that the proportion \( y:x \) changes with size. If brain region \( x \) is larger on average in one phase, a phase difference in the average ratio \( y:x \) will result, even though both solitarious and gregarious locusts exist along the same allometric continuum. In double-log plots, this shows as a shift between phases along a common allometric axis of slope \( \beta \neq 1 \). Throughout the text below, 95% confidence intervals for \( \beta \) are indicated by \( [\beta_{\text{lower}}, \beta_{\text{upper}}] \), and significant differences between phases in their position along the common allometric axis by \( p_{\delta} \).

We first analysed the scaling of each neuropile region against the rest of the brain (figure 2d) and found that the differences in average brain proportions seen in figure 2c do indeed arise from a combination of grade shifts and allometries.
In both phases, animals with larger midbrains had disproportionately small optic lobes ($\beta = 0.76 \ [0.60, 0.97]$). The allometry arises because the medulla, which occupies about 60 per cent of the optic lobe, is disproportionally small in locusts with larger midbrains ($\beta = 0.77 \ [0.60, 0.98]$). Since gregarious locusts had, on average, larger midbrains and optic lobes ($p_d = 0.017$), this allometry contributed to their 11 per cent smaller average optic lobe: midbrain ratio. There was no grade shift between the total optic lobe and midbrain volumes between phases: solitarious and gregarious locusts of matching brain size showed no significant difference in the size of their optic lobes ($gsi = 0.95, p = 0.19$). Gregarious locusts did, however, have smaller laminae than solitarious locusts of matching brain size ($gsi = 0.85, p = 0.0071$).

Phase also affected the relative proportions of the neuropiles within the optic lobe (figure 3a). Gregarious locusts had 12 per cent more medulla per unit volume of lamina (i.e. the primary sensory neuropile, the lamina, was proportionally smaller; $t_{16} = 2.33, p = 0.033$), a difference fully explained by a pronounced grade shift ($gsi = 1.13, p = 0.019$). Gregarious locusts also had an average of 7 per cent more lobula per unit volume of medulla ($t_{17} = 2.53, p = 0.021$), but there was no evidence for a grade shift ($gsi = 1.03, p = 0.31$). The difference was instead explained by an allometric relationship between the medulla and the lobula ($\beta = 1.22 \ [1.04, 1.46]; p_d = 0.023$). There was no significant phase difference in midbrain size for a given lobula size ($gsi = 0.98, p = 0.94$), and the scaling between the two was approximately isometric ($\beta = 1.06 \ [0.88, 1.30]$).

**Olfactory pathway and other midbrain neuropiles**

Gregarious locusts had smaller ALs than solitarious locusts of matching brain size ($gsi = 0.905, p = 0.0089$). This grade shift accounts for most of the 13 per cent smaller average AL: brain ratio. In addition, the negative
allometry of the AL against the rest of the brain was weakly supported ($\beta = 0.79$ [0.61, 1.04]; $p_d = 0.063$). The phase difference in the AL:midbrain ratio was even more prominent: gregarious locusts had an average of 18 per cent less AL per unit volume midbrain than solitarious locusts. This difference arose from a pronounced grade shift (gsi = 0.87; $p = 0.00053$) that was compounded by allometry; the AL was disproportionately small in large midbrains, irrespective of phase ($\beta = 0.71$ [0.56, 0.91]), but gregarious locusts had larger midbrains on average (even though a shift along the common allometric axis was only weakly supported; $p_d = 0.092$).

From the AL, axons of projection neurons (PNs) transmit olfactory information to the primary calyx of the MB. One might therefore expect that the proportionally smaller ALs in gregarious brains would feed forward into smaller primary calyces. Against this expectation, in gregarious locusts, the primary calyx was on average 22 per cent larger relative to the brain. A grade shift accounted only in part for this difference (gsi = 1.11, $p = 0.023$). In both phases, however, the primary calyx was also disproportionately large in larger brains ($\beta = 1.45$ [1.22, 1.73]). This pronounced allometry, together with the larger brains and primary calyces in gregarious locusts ($p_d = 0.0044$), accounted for the remainder of the difference. When the primary calyx is considered in relation to just the AL, the grade shift and the allometry become even more pronounced (figure 3b). The primary calyx was substantially larger in gregarious brains of matching AL size (gsi = 1.34, $p = 2.16 \times 10^{-6}$), and extreme positive allometry over the AL ($\beta = 1.63$ [1.29, 2.09]) is likely to further widen the phase difference ($p_d = 0.053$). The result was a 41 per cent greater primary calyx:AL ratio in gregarious compared with solitarious brains ($t_{17} = 4.868$, $p = 0.00014$).

Positive allometry of the primary calyx was also evident against other midbrain neuropiles. This is particularly noteworthy with respect to the MB lobes ($\beta = 1.34$ [1.11, 1.63]; figure 3b), because they contain the axons of the KCs, whereas the calyx contains their dendrites ($t_{4}$). We also compared the olfactory primary calyx in relation to the medulla, a visual neuropile. A grade shift towards larger primary calyces was only weakly supported (gsi = 1.11, $p = 0.11$), but extreme allometry ($\beta = 1.62$ [1.27, 2.09]; $p_d = 0.011$) resulted in 24 per cent more primary calyx per unit volume medulla in gregarious locusts ($t_{17} = 3.40$, $p = 0.0034$). Remarkably, these strong positive allometries were specific to the primary calyx. The accessory calyx, which receives gustatory input from the mouthparts (Farris 2008a), showed a grade shift towards larger size in gregarious brains (gsi = 1.14, $p = 0.012$), but scaled approximately isometrically with the brain ($\beta = 0.97$ [0.74, 1.28]). The lobes of the MB showed no significant grade shift between phases (gsi = 1.05, $p = 0.35$) and scaled approximately isometrically with the brain ($\beta = 1.12$ [0.86, 1.45]). The 8 per cent larger average CC:brain ratio of gregarious locusts was explained entirely as a grade shift (gsi = 1.10; $p = 0.0018$).

4. DISCUSSION

Desert locusts show pronounced phase-related phenotypic plasticity in both absolute and relative investment in brain tissue. Long-term gregarious locusts were smaller than long-term solitarious locusts, yet had brains nearly 30 per cent larger. Whereas locust swarms are notorious for their catholic appetite, solitarious locusts show markedly narrower dietary preferences and associate with specific host plants (Woldewahid et al. 2004; Despland 2005). Solitarious locusts also reject food that contains toxic secondary plant compounds, whereas such food is readily eaten by gregarious locusts (Despland & Simpson 2005). Yet gregarious locusts are not indiscriminate eaters; they tightly regulate their nutrient intake when given the opportunity (Simpson et al. 2002). The catholic diet adopted by gregarious locusts allows them to have longer-term trade-offs in dietary choice in the absence of their preferred host plants; their mobile lifestyle leads to an increased probability of encountering foods of complementary composition in the future. The dietary intake strategy of solitarious locusts strongly suggests they eat to minimize the immediate imbalance in macronutrient uptake. The larger brain of gregarious locusts, and particularly their larger MBs, may support their more generalist foraging strategy, a behavioural context invoked in the evolution of large brains in vertebrates and, more recently, in insects: dietary generalism in scarab beetles correlates with anatomical elaboration of the MB (Farris & Roberts 2005; Farris 2008b). At the phenotypic level, MB volume increases with foraging experience in the workers of eusocial bees and ants (Withers et al. 1993; Durst et al. 1994; Gronenberg et al. 1996; Ismail et al. 2006), as it does in the solitary bee Osmia (Withers et al. 2008). Foraging is not, however, the only behavioural demand that may lead to increased brain size. In primitively eusocial wasps, for example, larger MBs are associated not with foraging experience but with social dominance (Molina & O’Donnell 2007, 2008). More generally, phenotypic changes in brain morphology in response to population density have been reported in vertebrates (e.g. teleost fish: Gonda et al. 2009) and insects (e.g. Drosophila melanogaster: Heisenberg et al. 1995). The behavioural demands of group living and foraging may therefore appear as prominent drivers of both phenotypic and evolutionary change in brain size. In locusts, foraging and group living are further entwined because the interactions with conspecifics that they experience in a swarm include intense food competition, even leading to widespread cannibalism, and this intraspecific predation is a major factor in driving the swarm forwards (Bazazi et al. 2008). An indirect consequence of group living is that the close proximity of so many other locusts and the olfactory, visual and tactile stimuli they produce may well decrease the salience of important non-locust stimuli, making the task of the central nervous system to extract these from the ambient noise intrinsically much more difficult.

(a) Neurogenesis as a source of volume differences

Differences in neuropile volume may reflect a greater number of neurons and/or an increase in neuron size (through increased branching, longer or wider neurites, or a greater number of synaptic spines). Many types of sensory neuron increase in number during post-embryonic development. In hemimetabolous insects such as locusts, their numbers can thus be subject to
phenotypic plasticity depending on sensory experience (Rogers & Simpson 1997) and phase (Heifetz & Applebaum 1995; Rogers et al. 2003). Within the central nervous system, post-embryonic neurogenesis in the optic lobe (locusts: Anderson 1978) and in the MB (crickets: Malaterrre et al. 2002) yields variation in cell number within some classes of interneurons. Many interneurons show absolute constancy in number between individuals, however, at least within the gregarious phase (Burrows 1996). For such neurons, numeric differences between phases might still arise through parental epigenetic programming, because phase state is passed on to the developing embryo (Simpson & Miller 2007).

(b) Allometry and grade shifts as causes for changes in brain proportions
The extent to which allometry contributes to differences in insect brain proportions has received little attention to date. Mares et al. (2005) studied brain scaling in honeybees and bumble-bees, identifying allometry for the CC in bumble-bees and for the MB lobes in both species. Our analysis reveals that the extensive differences in brain proportions between phases arise from a combination of allometric effects and grade shifts. Allometry contributes markedly to phase differences because of the considerably greater average brain size in gregarious locusts. Brain size affects brain proportions in the same way in both phases; however, with increasing brain size, locusts acquire a disproportionately larger midbrain, a larger lobula over the medulla and, most notably, a larger primary calyx. It is unknown to what extent this increasing over-representation of higher centres is adaptive or dictated by developmental or connectivity constraints that arise from growing a larger brain. Grade shifts, by contrast, contribute towards smaller primary sensory neuropiles (lamina and AL) in gregarious locusts, and also towards their larger accessory calyx and CC.

c) Visual and olfactory neuropiles
In the visual system, gregarious locusts showed increased proportional investment in the second (medulla) and the third visual neuropile (lobula) over the first (lamina). This emphasis on higher visual centres in gregarious locusts is in striking contrast to the fact that they have many fewer visual neuropiles than solitarious locusts of matching brain size. This effect of increased lobula : lamina and medulla ratio in the gregarious phase is possibly linked to the more complex optic flowfields, and the increased risk of collision encountered in a swarm, particularly during flight (Matheson et al. 2004). In the olfactory system, gregarious locusts have fewer olfactory sensilla on the antenna (Locusta migratoria: Greenwood & Chapman 1984; S. gregaria: Ochieng’ et al. 1998). Since the axons of the ORNs project into the AL, one would predict the AL to be smaller in gregarious locusts. We found that gregarious locusts do indeed have ALs more than 10 per cent smaller than solitarious locusts of matching brain size. This effect of phase on AL size is, however, masked by the effect of phase on the overall size of the brain, which explains why Anton et al. (2002) found no phase difference in AL diameter.

(d) Mushroom body
The primary calyx, which is composed mainly of PN axon terminals and KC dendrites, showed the most dramatic phase-related difference (50% absolute) of all brain regions investigated. Its greater size in gregarious locusts contrasts strongly with their lesser number of olfactory sensilla and their smaller ALs. For a given AL size, the primary calyx was 34 per cent larger in gregarious brains. The larger calyx may confer increased olfactory discrimination or better associative learning performance. Both would be adaptive when faced with a wide range of host plants, and hence with the need to balance nutrient intake as opportunities arise (Simpson et al. 2002). Conceivable structural causes of the enlargement are an increased number of KCs and increased branching of PN terminals and KC dendrites. Increased KC branching is implicated in the experience-driven expansion of the calyx in forager honeybees (Farris et al. 2001; Ismail et al. 2006). In crickets, social enrichment, olfactory stimuli and visual stimuli all promote adult KC neurogenesis (Scotto-Lomassese et al. 2002). The effect of group-rearing on KC neurogenesis has not yet been investigated in locusts, where KC neurogenesis shuts down in adults. Given the phylogenetic proximity of locusts and crickets, however, it is likely that crowd-reared locusts may acquire more KCs than solitary locusts as nymphs.

A greater number of KCs in the gregarious phase cannot, however, by itself explain why the calyx increases disproportionally with MB size in both phases. A similar disproportional increase in the calyx over the lobes also occurs in bees (Mares et al. 2005) and may therefore reflect a general scaling rule in the insect MB. We propose that the allometry may arise from different wiring overheads in the calyx and lobes. If larger MBs contain more KCs, each additional KC will obviously increase the calyx by some volume, and the lobes by some (other) volume. Regardless of what these two volumes are (both may well be larger in larger MBs), as long as their ratio is fixed, adding KCs would expand the calyx and lobes isometrically (\( \beta = 1 \)). The pronounced allometry (\( \beta = 1.34 \)) suggests that the total branch length in the calyx increases disproportionally over that in the lobes. PN axon terminals and KC dendrites are highly branched, whereas KC axons form a tight parallel bundle and only have very short collaterals that contact arbours of extrinsic neurons. Because of the very different anatomy (which presumably reflects a different type of connectivity pattern), the wiring overhead for integrating additional KC dendrites in the calyx circuitry may increase at a greater rate compared with that for integrating additional KC axons in the circuitry in the lobes. This hypothesis also tallies with our observation that the accessory calyx showed no significant allometry over the lobes. The KCs of the accessory calyx are generated during embryogenesis, so that their number cannot respond to sensory experience, and in the absence of large variation in neuron number, wiring overheads are inconsequential for how the calyx scales over the lobes. The accessory calyx receives input from gustatory sensilla on the mouthparts via PNs in the lobus glomerulus (Ernst et al. 1977; Farris 2008a). The number of such sensilla is clearly plastic (Rogers & Simpson 1997) and, on the legs at least, higher in gregarious locusts (Rogers et al. 2003).
**Central complex**
The CC has long been implicated in motor coordination, but its functions are only now becoming more clearly understood. In cockroaches, which rely heavily on their antennae to negotiate obstacles when walking, the CC contains neurons that receive antennal mechanosensory input, and mechanical CC lesions impair turning and climbing over blocks (Ridgell et al. 2007; Ritzmann et al. 2008). Genetic lesions to the CC in *Drosophila* affect visually guided locomotion, spatial working memory and antennae to negotiate obstacles when walking, the CC underlies navigation (Heinze & Homberg 2007; Heinze et al. 2009). The larger CC in gregarious locusts could subserve an increased requirement for compass navigation during swarming migration, although there is as yet no evidence that locusts actively navigate in this situation.

**Biological significance of phase-related brain plasticity**
Phase change affects virtually all aspects of locust biology, from body size, shape and coloration to endocrinology, metabolism and many different aspects of behaviour. To these, we may now add extreme phenotypic changes in brain size and proportions. For many of these characters, similar phenotypic responses are known to occur in non-swarming grasshoppers, in other insects and in vertebrates. They are thus manifestations of ubiquitous mechanisms of plasticity shared by many different animals. In phase change, these mechanisms have been recruited to yield plasticity that is extreme in extent, yet coordinated. The sheer extent of changes in brain structure between phases suggests that it has no simple causal explanation, but arises from multiple differences in diet, foraging strategy, mobility and environmental complexity engendered by the change to the swarming gregarious phase. In the brain, solitarious locusts privilege primary visual and olfactory neuropiles (coupled with larger eyes and antennae), suggesting a focus on sensitivity and distance sensation compared with gregarious locusts, whose sensory range is strongly curtailed by the presence of many other locusts in their immediate environment. The sensory complexity of this environment may require more complex processing of sensory signals; accordingly, gregarious locusts show a general trend towards emphasizing higher centres over primary sensory neuropiles. Unlike the expansion of sensory neuropiles, which will increase sensitivity or resolution, expansion of higher centres may allow qualitatively different behaviours to emerge (Chittka & Niven 2009). The present findings invite the identification of the behavioural consequences of these size differences.
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